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Pace Snapshot

120 employees

In Business Since 1983

Headquartered in Naperville, IL

Privately Held – Well Funded
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Simplify Scheduling

We handle all parts of scheduling in one simple interface. Beats, rotations, time off, overtime, hire backs, vehicle & asset 

assignment, reporting, and more.

Eliminate Paperwork

Pace Scheduler incorporates processes to capture all of the same data as previous paper forms. This data becomes 

searchable and easily accessible. It further retains detailed audit logs of who created, approved, or edited it.

Ease of use 

We provide users a simple workflow to make shift change requests, view their hours and exceptions, and manage their 

benefit time. 

Show Trends and Patterns

Pace Scheduler gives you data to help you quickly identify what is happening in your department. The goal is to give you 

actionable insights that you can use to help reduce overtime spending and identify any time off abuse.

Return on Investment

Pace Scheduler helps departments realize significant time savings, improved efficiency, reduction in errors, and less paper.

Pace Scheduler Goals



Customer Service

Our team understands that implementing a new scheduling software can be a time-consuming and challenging endeavor.  

We work alongside your team, utilizing our proven onboarding and training processes to ensure your implementation is 

completed successfully and efficiently.

One Size Does Not Fit All

We understand that no two departments are alike when it comes to scheduling. Our open architecture approach is built to 

accommodate many different scheduling formats, has features which can be toggled on/off based on needs, provides 

scalability for any size department, and we offer custom development should your department need any features/tweaks not 

currently available in the software.

Constant Improvement

The Pace Scheduler platform is constantly evolving to better fit the needs of our clients.  We are continually adding new 

features and improvements based on client suggestions and feedback.  This valuable input from our clients has played a 

large role in the success of our product.

Affordability

Pace Scheduler understands that law enforcement budgets are tight, and need to be used effectively. We offer fair, fixed 

yearly subscription pricing that is easily budgeted.  On average, our solution is 20-30% less expensive than competitors.

What Sets us Apart



• Easily Populate Schedule using permanent shift feature to assign custom rotations over any period of time.

• Quickly identify and fill staffing deficits

• Handle time off/OT requests electronically with the push of a button.

• Track benefit time

• Quickly assign beats and inventory

• Automate the vacation bidding process

• Mark special events, holidays, and recurring meetings on schedule easily, while specifying any “blackout 
dates” where no time off is allowed.

• Quick access to valuable reports (overtime, time off, benefit time, shift changes, etc.)

• Export to payroll software at no charge to you.

• Create/Post open shifts to fill coverage and extra duty assignments and let officers sign up electronically

• Full audit trail of all schedule changes.

How Can Pace Scheduler Help Me?



A modern web platform for 24/7 scheduling. We 

designed our application to suit the particular needs 

for our clients in a user-friendly and streamlined 

way. We've kept learning through our growth and 

added loads of features to our arsenal.

Scheduler

REQUEST A FREE DEMO



Streamlined process for individual users to see 

their schedule and make requests. Supervisor 

notifications and optimized process for 

approving/rejecting shift change requests and 

addressing coverage shortages.

Mobile App



DAILY SHIFTS

Admins & users can see everything that

has been planned for the day at a glance.

Exportable as PDF sign-in sheet.



PERMANENT SHIFTS & ROTATIONS

Program in your day on/off rotations and 

use them to quickly generate an entire 

year’s schedule. 

This feature can also be used to generate 

On-Call schedules as well.



ONLINE REQUESTS

Save time by bringing your department on our request 

tooltip. Streamlined way to request overtime, time off, 

special assignments, or extra shifts. 

Requests are automatically sent to the correct 

supervisor. We can tailor who is allowed to see & take 

action for requests.

When a decision is made, all relevant parties are 

notified of what happened.



POSTING OVERTIME

Create vacant shifts directly from the 

calendar. 

Employees can request to work these, 

and enter their payment preference when 

they request it.

When making a decision, we have OT Lists 

that can be customized to show you 

anything you may need to make a 

decision on who gets OT.



SMS & EMAIL MESSAGE BLASTS

Target any individual or group of 

employee(s) at your department. You can 

choose to send the message as an email 

or a text message or both.

Set up template messages to save some 

time.

Each message sent is tracked and added 

to an audit log.



MINIMUM STAFFING

Enter your staffing level requirements. As 

you make changes to your schedule, the 

minimum staffing counts are re-

calculated.

These will warn officers when making 

requests and supervisors when 

approving/rejecting.

You can also create one-off “boosts” 

coverage to your levels for holidays, 

parades and other events.

Diver even deeper into your staff levels 

with our Hourly Coverage View.



INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Track every piece of inventory that you 

wish to get a usage report on.

This report includes who it was assigned 

to, when, and what assignment they took 

it on.

This is yet another item that completes 

the picture of what goes on at your 

department.



BEAT/POST ASSIGNMENTS

With a schedule in place, assign your 

resources (your valued employees) to the 

posts/beats/areas where they will work.

The “Assignments” tab is modeled after a 

supervisor’s roll call process.

You can also assign assets like squad cars, 

keys, rifles, AED devices, etc. 

The more you track in Scheduler, the 

more our reports shine.



CERTIFICATION TRACKER

Track all of your important certifications, 

and setup reminders to let you know 

when they are going to be expiring.  

These reminders will alert the person 

with the certification as well as their 

supervisor via email, text, or both.

The dashboard will show who’s 

certifications are coming up for renewal.



BENEFIT TIME & ACCRUALS

Set up your time banks to automatically 

accrue according to your union contracts 

with employee-specific rates.

Overtimes & time offs can be set up to 

automatically deposit/withdraw time in 

or out of specific time banks.

Users can see their benefit time bank 

balances whenever they want.



LIVE HOURS REPORTS

The hours report brings you an accurate 

totaling of all hours, specific to the 

minute for each employee.

Each time type is tracked in its own 

column by default.

We’ve created custom exports for: Munis, 

Abila, Paychex, ADP, BS&A, NOVAtime and 

many more…



Pace Scheduler understands that communication between payroll 

and scheduling is critical to client workflow, therefore we provide 

an export to most payroll software platforms at no charge:



PAYROLL REPORTS & TIME SHEETS

This report is there to represent a single 

pay period for each employee. Each user 

has access to their own timesheet, and it 

can be exported to PDF and Excel. 

Administrators also have the ability to 

export an entire department at once in 

this format, to make pay period closing 

easier.



SHIFT HISTORY

As changes are made to the schedule, 

they are all logged on your site. 

When clicking on any cell in the grid, you 

can access the full logs of everything that 

happened to that cell (representing a 

single day for a single officer).

There are filters available to allow you to 

zero in on how your department is 

utilizing the schedule.



• The Pace Scheduler is a cloud-based software solution which therefore poses minimal risk to any internal 
IT networks.

• No highly sensitive data is stored anywhere within the Pace Scheduler databases. We do not collect social 
security numbers, payment information, health information, or external passwords.

• Pace Scheduler is hosted on the highly secured and available AWS technology infrastructure.

• These centers also provide environmental/disaster safeguards, network security safeguards, and system 
security safeguards that all comply with industry standards.

• The AWS data center operations have been accredited under ISO/IEC 27001:2013, ISO/IEC 27017:2015, 
ISO/IEC 27018:2014, ISO/IEC 9001:2015, SOC 1 and SOC 2/SSAE 16/ISAE 3402 (Previously SAS 70 Type II), 
PCI Level 1, FISMA Moderate, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)

• Database backups are taken and stored at regular intervals, no less than once per hour, and are also stored 
within the secure AWS technology infrastructure.

• The Pace Scheduler uses 256-bit secure sockets layer encryption for all communications with our servers.

• All data is password protected and multiple security and permission layers are enforced at the application 
level to ensure only the proper users view the data they are entitled to view.

IT Security



ONBOARDING

We build your site for you and with your 

help to make sure everything is configured 

properly. 

Once up and running, you have a 

searchable knowledgebase at your 

disposal with videos, interactive tutorials 

and cheat sheets to get the help you need.



CONTINUED SUPPORT

The Pace Scheduler team is here to assist 

whenever you need. We have a full 

Support Center full of useful 

documentation including videos, 

interactive tutorials, cheat sheets, and 

more!

The Support Center also includes a full 

ticketing system where you can submit 

support tickets, track their progress, and 

refer back to them at any time!

In addition, you can always reach us via 

phone or email at any time if needed.



REQUEST YOUR FREE DEMO TODAY

www.pacescheduler.com


